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Ezerzemes
Holidays house
It is placed in 100 m from Nirzas lake
Address: Raipole, Nirzas pagasts, Ludzas nov., LV 5719
E-mail: ezerzemes@inbox.lv
Home page: http://www.ezerzemes.lv
Coordinates: 56°22'37.1" N, 27°53'32" E
Parking lot: Yes
Toilet: WC
Washing possibilities: Shower, Sauna
Feeding: Yes
Renting of inventory: Boat, Bicycle, Water bicycle
Saunas
“Black”
10
Besoms: birch besoms
Included in the price: bath, 2 birch besoms
Beds: 12
Possibility to cook, equipment: Weekend house has kitchen with fridge, gas stove and tableware for 6 people
Household equipment: TV, Washing machine
Additional services: Fireplace
Kind of the sauna:
Number of places:

Tents places
Description: Only as an extra places for bigger companies
Overnight accommodations at the countryside
Number of beds: 10
Characterization of places: In the host house are 2 double-seated rooms and plus 2 places on the draw-out sofa ; weekend
house has 2 double-seated rooms and plus 2 places on the draw-out sofa ; summer room has 1 double-bed and plus 2 places on
the draw-out sofa ; in the yard of the host house is barn with extra 6 places for bigger companies.
Additional number of beds: 12
Included in the price: In the price for the house, for the summer room is included night's lodging and breakfast; in the weekend
house, night's lodging in the barn.
Possibility to cook, equipment: Weekend house has small kitchen with fridge, gas stove, tableware for 6 people
EN Sadzīves tehnika: Refrigerator, Musical centre, TV, Washing machine
Recreation near the water
Description: Nirzas lake, the deepest lake in Ludzas region, rich with fish
Sport, games: Volleyball
Beach: Yes
Fishing: Yes
Active rest
Description: The rest on water, fishing, volleyball court, basketball basket, bicycles ( different tours), table-teniss, novuss
game, darts, badminton, table-games. The children can swing or play in the sandbox.
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